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Guenzel HeldPicozzi Arson Not 'Highly Probable'
By Andrea Lodahl
Jim Picozzi, the former Michigan Law
student who left the school in 1983 after a fire

in his Lawvers' Club room that started under

suspiciouS circumstances, has received the
letter of good standing from the Law School
that he went to Federal District Court to oblain.

Picozzi originally requested that the law
School send a letter of good standing to Yale
Law School last )ear. Such letters are
typically required for transfer. "These letters
are standard... explained Associate Dean
Susan Eklund. "They are supposed to state
that you are in good academic standing and

Rape Trial,

are eligible to return to the law school."
DEAN TERRENCE SANDALOW had

responded to Picozzi's original request with
an explanation that, considering the
unresolved quesUon of the origin of the fire in
Picozzi's room, the Law School could not in

good conscience provide Picozzi with the
standard good standing letter. SandaJow of·
fered instead a Jetter explaining that Picozzi's
academic record was satisfactory, but noting
that eligibility to return to Michigan would
depend in part upon Picozz.i's submission l.o a
polygraph test requested by the Ann Arbor
in the resolution of the fire
police to aid

Picozzi responded by retaining a lawyer
and filing sult for damages against Sandalow,
University President Shapiro and the Univer
sity Board of Regents. In the early stages of
that proceeding, the law school agreed to let
the good standing letter issue be resolved via
a hearing at the law school. The parties join
tly agreed to have local attorney Robert
Guenzel preside as Hearing Officer. His
decision announced that "It is possible, and
maybe even probable, that Picozzi started the
fire in a desperate attempt to gain admittance
to Yale Law School, but I do not think it is
highly probable."

����� ����--------�
issue .

Juror Study
Shows Bias

The "highly probable" standard of proof,
under which Guenzel exonerated Picozzi, is
the standard generally used by the Law
School when hearings are held on a
disciplinary matter involving a student.

"We've decided that it's appropriate where
the consequences to a student can be so
severe," Eklund explained last week. "It is a
tough standard, but we think a higher stan
dard of proof is a good policy under the cir
cumstances."
THE HEARING PROCESS drew capacity
crowds for about six weeks last Winter term
in the Moot Court Room. In the course of the
hearing, spectators learned of Picozzi's
desire to transfer from Michigan and his
social difficulties prior to the night of the ftre.
A great deal of evidence from local law enfor
cement officials, fire officials and expert wit
nesses was also heard in an eHort to deter·
mine conclusively what method was used to
set the room ablaze and whether the person
who touched it off was inside or outside the
room at the time.
Picozzi had experienced a variety of social
difficulties during his first year at Michigan.
He became unpopular after a number of in·
cidents in which he requested extra time for
Set> PJCOZZI. Page fh•e

R:v Kale 0'!'\eal

Law Pub To
Finally Open
September 17

Despite the "sexual revolution,'' if a
woman is raped, her character, reputation
and lifestyle go on the line, and often become
key factors in whether her assailant will be
arrested, charged and brought to trail, accor·
ding to Barbara F. Reskin, professor of
sociology and women's studies at The Univer
sity of Michigan. She bases the conclusion on
interviews with 360 jurors in 41 sexual assault
trails.

The researchers observed 41 sexual assault
trials held in Marion County (Indianapolis),
Indiana, between July 1978 and September
1980 and conducted lengthy post-trial inter·
views with 360 jurors <about 75 percent of the
jurors who took part in the cases).

By Jack Henneman

The Law School surprised many returning
students last week with the long-awaited
initial opening of "The Bar" under the read
in� room in the Legal Research Building·. Full

Reskin's study confirms that "defendants
service will not begin until September 17, but
were less likely to be judged guilty when vic
far several hours during the first week of
tims had engaged in non-traditional sex-role
classes The Bar sold beverages and snacks
behavior Ci.e., going to bars, drinking
heavi�, accepting a Mde with men they ju� ��������' and allowed customers to thrill to the new
blue upholstery.
met), especially if jurors hold conservative
When The Bar fills all its available positions
attitudes about women's 'proper' behavior."
it will remain open from 7:30 a.m. until 11
Even in cases where weapons were used or
p.m., hours roughly parallel to those of The
injuries could be proven, jurors tend to blame
Mug in the Michigan Union. According to
the victim for having put herself at risk.
By Marty Myers
Associate Dean Susan Eklund, The Bar might
Clinic hired Jeff Bragg, a second year U of M
While many previous studies of rape cases
extend its hours if there were sufficient
The Unemployment Benefits Clinic and
have looked at the effects of jurors' age, sex,
law student, and Marcia Westin, a recent
demand.
graduate of Wayne State University Law
race, educational background and oc University of Michigan Law School, spon
·
''It has to pay for itself," Eklund said
School in Detroit who together spent about 20
cupation, this is believed to be the first study sored by the Law School Chapter of the
Friday. "We don't have a large subsidy."
to focus on actual jurors' attitudes and how National Lawyers Guild, and operated by
paid hours per week during their summer an

Clinic Active Summers

attitudes and victims' behavior affect trial
outcomes..
The study bears out feminist assertions
that the victim is on trial in rape cases, and
her behavior often counts against her, even
when her behavior is not out of line with con·
temporary mores. Reskin says the key issue
in a rape trial often is not whether the rape
S1•e STt'O\'. Pa�t> four

students remained open during the summer
of 1985, by hiring 2 part-time staff members.
It was the first time that the Unemployment
Benefits Clinic, which provides free coun
seling and representation for person involved
in disputes with their former employers over
terminated unemployment benefits has con·

tinued to operate during the summer months.
With funds procured through the Law

School Student Senate and Dean Eklund, the

swering phones, filing forms, giving advice,
and arguing cases on behalf of aggrieved
former employees before hearing referees of
the Michigan Employment Security Com·
mission. While Bragg and Westen received
some help from clinic participants who
remained in Ann Arbor, the two worked far in
t me for which they were paid.
excess of the i
See t':\'EMPLOVMEr\T, Page four

The Bar's basic menu will include snacks
and beverages during all the hours it is open.
Typical snacks wiU be "little bags of potato
chips," according to Eklund, although there

will sometimes be fruit and yogurt.
Beverages include milk, coffee, juices, and
four Pepsi Cola fountain drinks.
There will also be a breakfast menu bel·

ween 7:30 and 10 a.m. and a lunch menu bet·
See BAR. Page four
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Welcome Back

Government Shouldn't Ban DIU!ffi

Bv Chris Murdoch
Perhaps some of yoo remember the news item this past
summer concerning Attorney General Edwin Meese and
his gallant raid on the marijuana fields of America. I was
both bemused and depressed by the item. I was bemused
because I knew that the raids would have no effect what

soever on the amount of drug traffic in the U.S. I was

depressed because 1 knew that this P.R. stunt would
probably make some people very happy.

I pictured middle aged paranoiacs dressed in polyester
clapping with glee in their mobile homes outside Las Vegas
at the news. They are part of a group of people whose
strength is groy,'ing at an alarming rate. It is a group of
people who are hostile to basic ideas of persona!liberty and

freedom of choice. Their attitude toward recrCillional drug
use in America is typical of people who want a paternalistic
government.
In a free and just society the government possesses no
power, let alone right, to prohibit an individual from ac
tivities which harm no one but himself. This is exacUy the
attitude that our government ought to adopt with regard to
the use of pot, cocaine. heroin. LSD. mushrooms and all
recreational drugs.
Now that 1 have established myself as a true libertarian
radical, and perhaps caught your attention, it might be best
to begin with a reasonable position: the current drug
policies of the U.S. are nothing but a waste of money.
In 1985 the federal government will spend '1.22 billion on

milhon ol my tnends and I don't have the right to tell my
buddy that he is not allowed to smoke pot merely because

we say so.
There are many arguments advanced to support drug
prohibition. Perhaps the one most frequently advanced is

the "gateway" theory. which holds that the use of pot
causes the use of cocaine, that cocaine urges people to use
heroin, and that heroin users must steal T.V. sets and mug
old ladies to support their habit.
The statistics do not support the gateway theory. or the
i uana. approximately 10 percent try
people who try marj
cocaine. Of the people who try cocaine, a smaller perce�
tage tries other drugs. The fact is that there are certam
people who use recreational drugs and cannot control
themselves. These are the people who should be getting
assistance with rehabilitation and educational help, not jail
terms and lives of poverty because the government makes
a fix too expensive.
Another argument advanced in support of drug
prohibition is that the drugs are bad for you, and that drug

usc ruins the moral fiber of Amenca. Well. if the drugs are

bad for you, so what? 1 eat twinkies. I drink beer. 1 root for

the Cubs, but the government isn't about to ban those ac
tivities.
If the government did really care about long term health

problems, we wouldn't be smokmg cigarettes, dumping
toxic sludge all over the place, or drinking saccharine. No,

A hearty welcome to all first years, (thunderous
when someone says that drugs are bad for you, they mean
applause). As you have probably been told by your efforts to enforce its prohibitions on drug use. We all know either that the drugs are dangerously addictive and have
term dangerous side effects, or that drug use makes
orientation leaders, law school is not that bad. For that it isn't working. If I want pot, I can get it within the short
you a loser, that you grow long hair, don't get a job, have
example,you have the Res Gestae to read every Wed hour. If I want cocaine, r can gel it by the weekend. If I glazed eyes and listen to the Grateful Dead. The short term
health effects are better dealt with directly rather than
nesday, (well, almost every Wednesday), and its ab wanted heroin, LSD or mushrooms, I'm sure I could get through
the roundabout, ineffective, means of prohibition.
those also. The money set aside for drug prohibition efforts
solutely free! Just one of the many perks here at U of
As for the drug use makin� you a loser, r do not see why
would be more effectively spent on rehabilitation clinics
people don't have the right to be losers. r know lots of them
and educational programs to help those among us who are
Mlaw.
As for ruining the moral fiber of America, I usually get
too weak to control the drugs which they wish to use.
While we're on the subject, we might as well go
nauseous when I hear that argument. The people who
The illegality of the drugs provides both steady income
over some of the other advantages. Top faculty, many for mobsters and the occasion for street crime . generally advance it arc the same people who believe in
bombs for Jesus and forced prayer in school, so long as
of whom get wealthy by making you buy their tex Most of the violence associated with the use and they can write the prayer. My moral fiber is just fine.
distribution of drugs is directly caused by the fact that the
thank-you.
tbook and who truly know the material. A large cam drugs are illegal. II the drugs were legalized. the price
Don't get me wrong. 1 don't envision a world where five
underground
an
for
need
no
be
would
there
drop,
would
pus with many things to offer,like bars, bands,weir
olds are doing bong hits before they watch Captain
year
network to provide them, and a major source of income for
dos, art museums, (there's one right across the street), the mobs of America would ev aporate. The crimes
Kangaroo. They should at least wait until college to do that.
But I would like to see a world where the laws concerning
theatre, movies, shopping, etc. Seriously, explore associated with drug dealers would also disappear.
While these are good "conservative" ar�uments for the
recreational drug use are a little more mature. The gover
Ann Arbor when you get a chance, don't just be some legalization of recreational (!rugs, I'm not sati11fied. I just
nment should restrict its use to adults, forbid people to
don't believe that the government has any right to prohibit
prisoner in the Law Quad.
drive while under the influence, and regulate the quality of
drug use. I don't have any right to tell my buddy that he is
drugs. I wouldn't even mind if they slapped a small tax on
Of course, while you are in the Law Quad you may not allowed to smoke pot merely because T say so.
them also. Anything to cure the deficit. But the outright
By the same principle, one of my friends and I, together,
have to suffer being called on once in a while and
prohibition of drug use is a very inefficient exercise of the
having to study more than you care to, but we're aU in don't have the righl to tell my buddy he is not allowed t o police power. ll wastes money, supports organized crime,
smoke pot merely because w e say so. The government
inflates the price of drugs, and is an insult to
the same boat. After all, it's us against them, (studen doesn't acquire that right by the magic of addition. 220 artificially
personal liberty.
ts versus faculty) and although Profs have the power
to grade, test and teach the way they want, students
can fight back by getting together to bitch about those
grades, tests and teachers. Seriously, your classmates
To the Editor:
are a definite plus.
The National Lawyers Guild 1 NLG) is an association of
and Jeff Bragg, Lhe Guild's Unemployment Bene�ts Cli�c
For those of you with an athletic streak,you can get lawyers. law students, and legal workers dedicated to
is already recruiting student attorneys to accept tncommg
promoting economic justice and human rights. Formed in
cases (firsl meeting is Tuesday, September 17 in Room 116
involved in campus intramural sports, which include 1937, the Guild has been an active participant in the Labor,
Hutchins Hall at7pm>.
everything from softball to water polo. If you're Civil Rights, and Anti-war movements, and in the fight to
In addition, our chapter is acti�ely involved in the Loan·
_
protect ourcivil liberties.
ss Task force. �nd will � spons?rmg several
Forgivene
more of a spectator, you came to the right place. You
forms of
vanous
conducting
and
This year looks to be one of our chapter's most active. On
nts.
engageme
speaking
can sit witb over 100,000 mpize and blue loyal at October 25-26 our Guild chapter in conjunction with WLSA,
outreach throughout the sch O?I year.
.
As a Guild member, you Wlll have the opportumty �o g�t
football games Or Pack Crisler Arena to Cheer Our wt'II present a symposmm on comparable wort h reaturtng
.
'
to know other students and attorneys actually working tn
many of the leading Title VII litigators. and those responnationaUy ranked basketball team.
the field who share your concerns, and you will have a voice
sible for its implementation al the stat� and local level.
' the direction of your student
m th'ts year s proJects and ·n
·
At this point we sound like the student handbook, Thanks to the finP work of snmmE'r staffers Marcia Weston
chapter.
JEREMY FIRESTONE
and we don't mean to pretend that you will aU love����������������������������������
taw school and be deliriously happy. Some feel that Fifteen years ago in the RG . . .
�������������������
law scho��l�e sex;if you�e not ba � ng fun,you're ��������������
not doing it riaht. B�t others maintain that law school
In a piece entitled "Children's Hour," a law student described the enti �e process of
a reading room-pickup, beginning: "The taut d� ama unfolds each even!ng. At about
is a drag, but enjoy practicing law and see few
seven the trickle of undergraduate females turns mto a stream and soon v1rtually every
similarities between the two. Wherever you land,keep
place in the Law Library is filled. Let the games commence."
in mind that if you stop and smell the roses,

NationalLawyers'Guild:Join Us

·

•

·

•

·

�
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Forum
A voiding the Stress of First Year
Grades

By Nat Pernick

operaling room l.
You too can apply this strategy, and if done right, your
professors may even like you. Simply volunteer in class.
You will reduce your chances of being called on, including
those times when you are not prepared, and will also get
practice at speaking in public.
But keep these warnings in mind. Do not talk too much.
You classmates will call you a gunner and avoid you if you
appear to dominate the class. Keep your questions short,
don't raise your hand too much (2 or 3 times a class is the
maxlmuml, and don't argue with the professor or other
classmates.
Ask only legitimate questions. Don't try to show orr. And
if you do give a silly response or ask a dumb question,
forget it. Nobody else will remember the incident as long as
you don't faint in class.

Medical students are taught the maxim. "See it once. do
it once, teach it once." After "doing" medical school and
two years or law school, perhaps my suggestions on coping
with the experience \\ill be h elpful. What follows are my
perceptions of the major hurdles encountered by first year

law students and ways to lessen the pain.

Being cafled on in class

When r was a 1L, my classmates seemed obsessed with

being called on. Being humiliated in class seemed to
dominate their thoughts for weeks at a time. Cl was spared
from such preoccupation. Nothing compares to being
ridiculed in front of a patient you are taking care of.)
Unfortunately, our professors make this fear a reasonable

one. Although r have not experienced the equivalent of
Paper Chase's Professor Kingsfield, professors do ask im
possible questions. cut off students. and sometimes just
seem mean. The1r intention is to make us reali�e that we
don't know all the answers. but it's still an unpleasant ex
perience.
How best to respond? First. reaH�e that you don't know
everything. You may be smarter than a professor, but s/he
knows more about the subject that you do.
Second, try the "best defense is a good offense" strategy.
-I unwittingly practice this in the operating room. Out of
habit, I frequently asked the surgeons all kinds of
questions. At the end of the clerkship. I discovered that
they considered me a pest, but also that I was the only per
son they didn't shout questions at during operations.
CSurgeons like to assert authority, especially in the

The workload

The assignments in law school are about as bard as those
in medical school, and probably are comparable to other
graduate programs. What 1 found hardest to adjust to was
being unable to master the material. There is too much and
it is too complicated to have a sense or knowing the subject
cold.
If this continues to bother you. consider speciali.zing in
narrow area of law, like the title ol nobility clause of the
Constitution. But until you get out, you just have to get used
to it. A lawyer/doctor friend of mine (be careful who your
friends are) told me how to respond: study hard your first
term. and then decide how much time the material deser
ves

--ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS begin Sep
tember 30. Interview request sheets for the
first week are due Friday, September 13.
In order to receive interview request
sheets, you must submit 26 copies of your
resume C21 for summer starters) to the
Placement Office.
The Placement Office is holding a series
or panel discussions, please watch the
bulletin boards for more information.
The Placement Office has a handout on
resume preparation. We'll also be happy to
look over :vour resume.
TtiE UNEMPl.OYMENT Benefits Clinic
of the National Lawyer's Clinic will hold
its first meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 17th, at
7:00 p.m., in room 116. All interested
students are encouraged to attend.

Notices --

PROFESSIONAL - RESPONSIBILITY
COMMITTEE - In the past academic
year, there was one case that was forwar
ded to the Professional Responsibility
Committee. This case dealt with a Jaw
student who had misrepresented his
grades to law firms that interviewed him
pursuant to the school's placement ser
vice. The Student had also doctored recor
ds that be provided those firms in order to
document his falsified grades. The Com
mittee recommended that the student be
expelled from the law school and that a
notation of his expulsion be entered in the
student's transcript and in his permanent
law school record. This recommendation
was adopted, and the student was expelled.

Douglas A. Kahn, Cbai.rman
Professional Responsibility

LESBIAN/GAY LAW STUDENTS: LGLS
meeting and reception. Friday. Sept. 13th
at 7:00p.m. at 721 E. Kingsley t201. For
more information cal1663�17 or 99�..()365.

Committee

WRITING AND ADVOC ACY 1984-85 Cer
tificate and Book Award winners: Please
pick up your awards from Donna Moses in
Room 31� Hu!c�ins Hall.

MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
of the Washington, DC office
is

pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Friday, October 4
for summer, 1986 and permanent associate positions.
Students' interview requnt sheets are due in the Placement Office

on September 13.

If you liked school because exams gave you positive rein·
forcement, your ego is in trouble. If you think you'll always
be an A student, expect surprises in February and July.
When you do get good grades, you won't even know why.
There doesn't appear to be a correlation between the
classes you studied hardest for and those you got the best
grades in. Also, by the time you get your grades, you will
have forgotten the exams. So, find something else to boost
your ego: a significant other, Pac Man, or writing for RG.

Stress

All of the above create stress. There are several ways to
respond. Common ones include smoking, drinking, or using
drugs. This is not very sensible. Even iJ law school
damages your mind, you need not destroy your body. r
suggest physical activities like sports. jogging, swimming

or walking around the block, socializing with non law
students, or even some kind of counseling.
Nobody likes to tall!: about counseling, but many of us
need it at Urnes. As a first year, I heard of someone drop
ping out just before final exams. Last year, my neighbor
abruptly left in the middle of the term. And every univer
sity seems to have a few students who attempt suicide. This
impulsive behavior is not healthy. Besides, it makes
everyone at the law school feel bad. Before you get to this
stage, see someone, and if you know someone having
trouble, make sure s/be sees someone.
Counseling services i.nclude: Michigan Union, 764-8312
<£reel. the Counseling Center at 1007 East Huron, 764-9466
CSS per visit), the outpatient psychiatry department of UM
Hospital, 7� CSS to SSO, depending on what you can
pay>, or one of the deans at the Law School .

THE NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD, The
University. of Michigan Law School Chap
ter, will hold its INTRODUCTORY
MEETING Wednesday, September II
<TONIGHT!) in Room 116 Hutchins Hall at
7 p.m. AJJ are welcome. Short talks by
Guild attorneys and students. Wine, non
alcoholic beverages and cheese provided.
U for some reason you are unable to at
tend tonight's meeting, please drop by our
office, Room 116 in the Basement,
anytime. We look forward to meeting you.

THE COMPARABLE Worth Project, a
joint project of the NLG and WLSA, is
planning a symposium for the weekend of
October 25 and 26. The next planning
meeting for the sympOsium is Thursday,
September 12th at 4:00p.m. in the WLSA
ofJice. II you are interested in helping out
but cannot attend the meeting. contact
Cindy Poe (995-0365).

-

ELECTIONS
for four first-year
representatives to the Law School Student
Senate will be held on Friday October 4.
One representative will be elected from
each of the four sections In the first-year
class. Any and all first-years arc eligible to
run. Nominating petitions and the election
rules will be available on the door or the
Senate Office Croom 217 Hutchins) on
Wednesday, September 18 and are due
back by 5 p.m. on Friday, September 26.
Only first-year students who submit com
pleted petitions by the deadline will have
their names put on the ballot. If you have
any questions plese contact a Senate
member.

-

tJEADNOTES
will be having auditions
for all parts. TODAY at 8 p.m in the
lawyer's club lounge. We are also looking
for an accompanist for rehearsals-and per
formances. First-years are encouraged to
try out.

Dewey, Ballantine, Busbby,
Palmer & Wood

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing

.

interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Tuesday, October 1
for our New York and Washington, DC offices.
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office
September 13.
•
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Study Finds

from page one

occurred nor whether lM defendant is the
one who did it but whether the victim
"brought it on herself." In the 1984 New
Bedford, Mass., gang rape trail, for example,
defense attorneys alleged that the woman
agreed to have sex with the men in the bar.
They grilled her about her dnnking habits,
her relationship with her boyfriend, and her
sex life.
In part it is because or such cases that only
a small fraction of the rapes which occur are
ever reported. Based on national surveys or

Rape

justice system, Reskin points out. The women
may not report the ofCense, the police may not
make an arrest, the prosecutor may decline
to press charges. They will base their

decisions parUy on whether or not they think
they can win 10 court.
The Indianapolis researchers classifed the
41 trials according to the defense strategy
that was used

11y Steve Hunter

off the new academic year. After a welcome
to everyone from President Russell Smith,
the Senate turned Its attention to attendance,
finding a new Senate clerk, and law school offlee space. A report was also given by Eric
Schnaufer on the activities or the Michigan
Student Assembly IMSA>. wh1ch is the
student government for the entire campus.
The attendance policy of the Senate, as
outlined in article 10. section 4 of the LSSS
Conslilulion, was explained by Smith to the
Senate, Including a provision calling for a
Senator's removal if his or her attendance is
too poor Only two Senate members were
unable to benefit from Smith's explanation.
due to their absence.
A request was made by the Lawyer's Club
Cor some new sports equipment for the Club
desk. The Senate sports committee was
assigned the Iask or tak10g an inventory of th('
Club's equipment. obtaining the funds from
the Senate as a whole, and purchasing the

new equipment.
Next on the agenda was a discussion of

committee assignments for the coming year.

Senate Vice President Reggie Turner
suggested that committee chairpersons attend the Seante meetings at regular intervals,
and third year representative Doris Wilson
brought up the idea of written reports by
committees tQ make them accountable for
their progress. The discussion was tabled till
the next meeting, but not before a vote was
taken on whether or not to include first year
on Senate committees. Senators Hard, Moofor it. Viceds. and Lambert voted
President Turner abstained, and the deadlock
was broken when President Smith voted
against the proposal.
The Senate then outlined its agenda for the
month or September, with budget requests,
budget hear10gs and the election of first year
representalives as some or the business to be
handled.

son who did it.
-Diminished responsibility. In seven
cases. the defense acknowledged that the
defendant committed the rape-but said he
was not in his right mind due to drunkenness,
drugs or insamty
Reskin's study suggests that the arJ(ument
that is most likely to lead to acquittal is con
sent. The next highest acquittal rate is for
defenses which claim that sex never oc
curred. In both, the victims' behavior is likely
to influence the jurors' deciSIOn
Cases based on masident1facallon art'
slightly more likely to lead to conviction, and
cases claiming diminished respons1bihty
have the highest conviction rate. Juries are
very skeptical of that defense, Reskin repor
ts.
"In cases where the defense is mistaken
identity or diminished responsibility, but
there is no question that the rape occurred,
the victim's behavior should be irrelevant,''
the U-M sociologist points out "But our fin·
dings show that even in those cases, many
jurors admitlro to being inrJuenced by Ihe v1c

tim's behavior and lifestyle
"In some lllStances, jurors or police officers
even came right out and said to us after the
tnal, 'If a woman goes out drinking alone, if

ween 11 a.m and 2 p.m. For breakfast, The
Bar waJJ serve cereal. damsh. donuts, toast.
bagels, fruit, and yogurt. For lunch the law
school community can devour soups, san
dwiches, a chef's salad, tossed salad, and
yogurt. Many of these are meant to sup
plement a lunch brought from home
"We want to emphas1ze the brown bag
notion,·· Eklund said.
Alcohol in any form is noticeably absent
from The Bar's board of fare. According to
Eklund, the bureaucratic obsUicles were too
difficult to surmount "It was not an uncom
plicated issu(' to get a hquor hcens(',

NEEDS HELP!
we have one PAID clerical position which we need to fiU im

mediately. No experience necessary. The job involves correspondence

from firms regarding advertisements, and we wiU pay on a per-piece
basis. There is the potemial to earn $20.00 per hour, easily, doing this
work.

EkJund said, "so the decision was made not to

We will also interview people interested in managing local adver
tising. Commissions will be given for ads brought in, and this job will
involve assigning ad sales to others and developing new ad customers
•

try."

Budgetary limitations will also determine
whether The Bar remains the exclusive
preserve of lhe Law School communitv

for the RG.

experience, artistic or photographic ability, and senses of humor. No
experience is necessary, though - no matter what your
talents or
failings, we have plenty for you to do.

RECRUITING PARTY
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

· }{,a11
408 HUIChInS
4:00pm

she gets into a car with a man she just met,
she deserves what she gets!'"

Jurors also are anrluenced by characteristics
of the defendant. They were more Hkely to
find him guilty 1f he was a "loser"- if he was
unsavory or unemployed. Clenn cut, hard
working "normal guys" were more likely to
be acquitted Jurors would say afterward "I
couldn't picture h1m committmg such a
crime."

The research team determined that the
justice system discriminated against blacks
10 the rape cases the) studied, but against
black women. not black men "Racially
motivated assaults were not at issue, since
nearly all of the 41 cases were same-race
rapes. But we found jurors were more likely
to exonerate black men accused of raping
black women then wh1te men accused of

assaulting wh1te women It seemed that the
jurors accorded less value to black women or
believed that they were complicltors in the
act.
"ll is 1mportant that attorneys probe
jurors' attitudes when they are selecting
a jury," Reskm concludes "Our findings
show that JUror age, sex, race, education, and
other personal characteraslics seem to have
no bearing on traal outcome But many jurors

held very conservative attitudes about
women's appropriate moral behavior and
lifestyle-and after the tnals, some admitted
that those altatudes affected the1r judgment."
1'/lilf lf(Uf",\ u·n• fm11Ptf llrl

0 llf'U'II

rt•fNtiCf'

fmm t/11• ll of M :V<•u·• anti lnformntimr
'••rricPJI.

lrom pageon1•

i\es <&tstae

• Journalist posmons, unpaid but worth
every minute, are also
available. In January staff will change and page editor positions will
become vacant. A meteoric rise to the top is possible. We are looking
for writers, and non-writers with other relevant skills like composition

Biased

Bar Opens Sans Brew

Finally, the Senate determ1ned its permanent meeting lime to be Tuesdays at 8:00.

,_____________________________ ___..

•

Juries

-consent. In II cases, the defense argued
that the woman agreed to have sex but alter
wards reported it as rape.
-Fabrication. In seven cases, defense said
that no sex had occurred as the victim lied or
fantasized the entire incident.
-�1islaken Identity. In 15 cases, the defen
se acknowledged that the victim was raped
but disputed that the defendant was the per

crime victimization and the assessment- s o r
counselors 10 rape crises centers. estimates
range from one in five to one in 10. The num
bers diminish further at each stage of the

Law Senate Gets Rolling
They're back. The Law School Student
Senate met Tuesday, September 3rd, to kick

-----

There are currently no plans to enforce the
exclusion of undergraduates from The Bar,
but, according to Eklund. "if business goes
well so we can afford to keep out undergrads,
we would probably rely on s1gns."
"A big role an keeping out undergrads will
come to roost Jn Ia"- students." EkJWld
elaborated
In recent years student have criticized the
Law School not domg enough to encourage its
faculty to assoc1ate casually with students.
While the administration is doing nothing
specifically to encourage faculty to use The
Bar. it IS anticipated that many professors
will choose to do so.
"This was tn1hally a faculty idea," EkJund
said. "The thought is that they needed the
place, not the inclination" to spend more time
w11h stur!l.'ntc;

Unemployment Cases Handled
rrom pagl' 0111'

During the summer months, the paid staff

dealt with approximately 20 new cJalms, and
saw a rew unsetUed claims left over from
Winter Semester 1985 to their conclusions.
They also spent much time compiling a
manual for use in training and guidance of
clinic participants, and reorganizing the
Clinic's operating structure for 1985.
Since the Unemploymenl Benefits Clinic's
inception in early 1983, an mcreasing number
or students (2().25 in 1985) have handled the
clinic's burgeoning caseload, which reached
about 75 cases In 1965. Clients are referred to
the clinic by signs posted in Michigan Employment Security Commission Claims Of·
flees, through local legal service agencies and

�------�---�--�

at�rney�andofle n b y w�d�mo�h.Whl�

all research and advocacy is performed by
law students, often first years, certain faculty

member.., notabl) Paul Reingold who directs
the Law School's regular clinical program,
are consulted on particularly difficult or
chaUenging questions.
Bragg contends that the summer em
ployment experience was quite successful,

and that the Unemployment Benefits Clinic
may try to obtain work-study funds to employ
a law student throughout the year. Jeremy
Firestone a third year student who has
actively p�rlicipated in the Clinic since its in
ception slated that the clinic will attempt t o
remain open again during the summer of
1986, and possibly to obtain sufficient funds to
acquire a full time staff.
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Picozzi Wins Hearing . Trial Yet Unresolved
rrom

page one

exams because of a missing finger on one
hand, was granted an extension on taking an
exam because of emotional upset over
another student obtaining a copy of his course
outline, and sat with students at dinner who
were discussing an exam in Contracts on
which he had received an extension and which
he was schedttle to take the following day.
A group in the library menaced him, accor
ding to his testimony. People said nasty
things to him, to the point where one professor
actually admonished a class to leave him
alone. And the following year. after a rumor

that Picozzi kept a gun in his desk drawer got
around, on Valentine's Day somebody posted
pictures of Picozzi costumed as a cherub and
holding an automatic weapon.
Witnesses describing this backdrop to the
nearly tragic fire of March 1983 had varying
descriptions of Plcozzi and those who dislike
him. The University's case described a
student who made his own Life impossible at
Michigan and who would then stop at nothing
to gain admittance to the school that had
rejected him. Since transfer is very difCicult
between law schools, Picozzi's case would be
improved, according to the University, if he
could assert he was being victimized. Wit-

Campus Rapes Reported
By Andrea Lodahl

One attempted rape and one rape were
committed this summer in the East Univer
sity-Packard area, and the Ann Arbor police
report no suspects in custody and no ftrm
leads at press lime. "We have a whole city
full of suspects," remarked one official.
The first incident, an "attempted criminal
sexual conduct," took place at a residence on
East University Street on Jttly 7. A woman
was showering and the assailant entered by
unknown means and assaulted her. She
struggled and the attacker eventually fl£>d.
In the second incident, the attacker entered
through an open window of a residence on
South Forest, removing the window screen.
He raped the woman Jiving there and fled.
This second incident was on July 30.
Lieutenant Heath of the Ann Arbor Police
reported that those two crimes "tied together

pretty well," considering the method of
operation and the victims' reports. The
geographic proximity also suggested the
same perpetrator.
Heath also suggested that since the rapist is
still at large, residents of that area should be
especially carefttl to lock doors and windows
at night. In both incidents, the rapist broke in
between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m. "It's always a good
idea. Unlocked windows are a pattern in these
cases."
Another rape, probably unrelated to the first two, also took place recenlly on North
Thayer near the Rackham building. Heath
considered it questionable that the same person had committed all three crimes, smce
there were SIRntficant differences in the
method used to enter, the victims' reports,
and other factors in the third crime. For
example, the perpetrator of the third crime
also stole objects from the victim's home.

The Los Angeles Office of

Sidley & Austin
is pleased Lo announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 1 .
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Of
fice

�

acc�tomed t� sett� fires might not have
nesses testiried to behavior of Picozzi's they
anttc1pated thts. EVldence w�s heard on the
felt was provoking, testified as to the presen"pour pattern" of the gasohne, the lac of
ce of a gun in his room, and testified to his inevidence of matches, of other poss1ble
tense desire to transfer to Yale.
lighting agents, and technical matters from a
Picozzi and his witnesses, on the other
number of arson experts.
hand, described a mixed_-up first year student
.
Students who had been awakened w1th the
who had made some mtstakes, but who had
realization that the d�r�itory "';'as o� fire_
never been allowed a chance to redeem himrushed around _the butldm� to �nd Ptcozzt
self. Instead, Picozzi's .cas� asserted ?lher
.
_
Ptcout s back was
fallen beneath hlS wmdow.
students tormented h1m 10 mcreastngly
serious ways, finally setting a fire in his
broken in the £all. He left the law school for
medical treatment and subsequently took a
room. At different points in his testimony, it
leave of absence.
was unclear whether Picozzi was asserting
that the students wanted to kill him by setting
Picozzi's District Court suit is still
He seeks compensatory damages of $2 mtlhon
the fire, or that they wanted to "frame" him
and punitive damages of $7 million. Accorso that be wottld be unable to transfer.
ding to a story in the Michigan Daily by Nan·
On the night of March 8, 1985, a fire started
in Picoui's room. Gasoline was apparently
cy Driscoll, Picozzi's attorneys explained the
poured into the noor near the door. then set
damages claim by noting that "Picozzi
missed two years of law school besides the
ablaze.
According to Picoui's testimony, he awoke
other traumas associated with being
to find the room burning, scrambled into
disenrolled from the University." The same
jeans and boots, and attempted to escape the
story quoted John Bredell, one of the Univerroom through the door. However, Picozzi
sHy's attorneys, as stating that "Trying to
say that doing your job is worth $9 million is
testified, the door knob burned him and be
preposterous'' in explanation of the Univerretreated. He eventually was drh•en to the
sHy's intention not to pay P1cozzi any
narrow, sloping ledge outside hls window on
the second noor of the Lawyer's Club. He
damages.
clung there for some time and called for help,
The suit has already cost quite a bit, accorthen fell.
ding to estimates from Picozzi. He told the
The University asserted that Picoui had
RG last year that he bad spent $50,000 on the
purchased gasoline £rom a local station
hearing and estimated that the University
had spent as much. Dean Sandalow was
earlier in the day, although he had no car.
They asserted that the fire, when it started,
unable to name an exact £igure when
had burst into a fireball and that someone not
questioned by the RG
r-------t
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FREE:

Multistate Exam and Answers
& Michigan Bar Exam Questions & Answers

NORD
BAR
REVIEW
COURSE

the Bar Enm
Professional$
Since 1955

Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an
information table:

September 13.

DATE

KIRKLAND & ELLIS
of Washington, DC
s
i pleased Lo announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 2

Our office consists of 50 auorneys, engaged in a
diversified practice

with an emphasis on litigation, en

vironmental regulation and administrative proceedings.
The firm encourages younger attorneys to gain ex
perience in a variety of practice areas and offers early
responsibility and hands-on experience.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 1 7 - WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 1 8 - & THUR SDAY, SEPT. 19,
1985
9:00 A.M.

TIME
PLACE

to

1:00 P.M.
-------
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AITENTION

FRESHMEN-SENIORS

YOUR FREE OUTLINE OF

PICK UP

Eyjdence

Nord Bar Review Courses are available for:
Alabama
Illinois

Arizona
Kentucky

Michigan
Pennsylvania

California
Maryland

Nevada

Tennessee

Florida

Georgia

Massachusetts

New Jersey

Ohio

General and Multistate Courses

Multistate Professional Responsibility Course

Studems' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Of
fice
September 13.

Student Representatives Wanted
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Fraser Trebilcock Davis & Foster, P.C.

Of

s
i pleased to

-----

Wildman, Harold, Allen & Dixon
of Chicago, IL.

Lansing, MI

announce that it will be interviewing

ispleased to announce that it will be interviewing

interested 2nd and 3rdyear students on

interested 2nd and 3rdyear students on

Tuesday, October 1

Wednesday, October 2

for positions with thefirm during summer, 1986.

for positions with thefirm.

Students' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office
September 13.

Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Of
fice
September 13.

Ware, Fletcher & Freidenrich

BAKER & BOTTS

ofPalo A Ito, CA

of Houston, TX

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

is pleased to announce that it will be

interested 2nd and 3rdyear students on

interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 2

Thursday, October 17

for positions with thefirm during 1986.

for summer and permanent employment.

Students' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office
on September 13.

Students' interview request sh_eets ore due in the Placement Of
fice
September 13.

MADDIN, WEINER, HAUSER,
WARTELL & ROTH

Dechert Price & Rhoads

of Southfield, Ml

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 2nd

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd year students on

and 3rdyearstudents interested in its Philadelphia, New
York and Washington, DC offices on

Thursday, October 3

Friday, October 4.

for positions with thefirm during summer, 1986.

Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office
on September 13.

Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office
on September 13.

PETERSON, ROSS, SCHLOERB
& SEIDEL

SneU & Wilmer
of Phoenix, AZ
will interview second and third year students on

of Chicago, Illinois and Los A ngeles, California

Wednesday, October 2.
ispleased to announce that it will be interviewing
The firm expects to hire approximately 20 summer

interested 2nd and 3rdyear students on

associates and 20 new associates to begin work in 1986.

Friday, October 4

Although we anticipate openings in all areas of the
firm 's practice, we particularly encourage third year
students interested in real estate, litigation, tax or public
utilities to apply.
Students interview request sheets are due in the Placement
•

-oft September IJ.

Office

for permanent associates and summer interns
with the firm during summer, 1985.
Students' interview request cords ore due in the Placement Office
on September JJ.
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HUNTON & WILLIAMS

LID ELL, SAPP, ZIVLEY
& LABOON

is interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

of Houston, Dallas, and Austin, TX

Tuesday and Wednesday, October 1-2.

will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students

Hunton & Williams is a multi-office firm of almost 300

on

lawyers located in Richmond (200 lawyers), Washington
(40) , Raleigh (23), Norfolk (8), Fairfax (10), Knoxville
(10), and New York (10), engaging in civil litigation of

Monday, September 30.

all kinds, commercial and administrative law, "white
collar" criminal litigation and pro bono, work on a
regional and national level.

We are seeking to interview potential summer and per
manent associates for all areas of our commercial, cor
porate and litigation practice.

Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office

Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office
September

on September

13.

13.

Cogswell and Wehrle

Severson , Werso n, Berk
e & M elc hi or

of Denver. CO

of San Franci
sco, CA

interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

is ple�sed to announce tha
t it will be interviewing
mterested 2nd and Jrdyea
r students on

Monday, September 30

Mo nd ay , September 30

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

/or positions with thefir
m during summer

for positions with the firm.

Students' interview req
uest

Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Of
fice
on September 13.

1986.

sheets are due in the Plac
ement Office

S
ep.Jember /3.

ROSS, DIXON & MASBACK

JENNER & BLOCK

of Washington, DC

of Chicago, IL

will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

and Washington, DC

Monday, September 30.

will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday and Tuesday,

ROM has a national and international litigation and
corporate practice, and is one of the fastest growing

September 30 and October l

firms in the country. It prides itself on having lawyers

In addition to qualified candidates for our traditional

who uniquely combine exceptionally high academic
credentials with dynamic personal qualities. ROM

litigation, corporate, tax, commercial, real estate, labor
and intellectual property departments, we will also be

provides the work experience, compensation, and
training of a large firm, with the collegiality of a small
firm.

seeking summer and permanent associates for our
Washington, DC office.

Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office
September

Students' interview reques/ sheets are due in the Placement Office

13.

September /3.

Hancock, Rothert & Bunsboft

LINDE THOMSON FAIRCHILD
LANGWORTHY KOHN AND

of San Francisco, CA

VAN DYKE, P .C.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

of Kansas City, MO
s
i pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

Monday, September 30.

I>

2nd year students on

Monday, September 30

Our firm consists of 41 attorneys and practices civil
litigation, including general commercial, construction,
insurance coverage, maritime. and ski area premises
liability litigation. and business law, including banking

for positions with thefirm during summer, 1986.

and real estate law.
Students' in/erview request sheets are due in the Pla�ment Office

Students' interview reques1 sheets are due in the Placement Of
fice
September 13.
.
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A Local Guide to Television Listings

�

8) �tickey Brumm

This co umn is designed to be your guide to
Televislo programs CT), Books CBl and
Movies < > of a recreational nature.
The to ic this week deals with both
sion and books. Namely, it's about the
televi
books C or magazines if your prefer) that tell
you wh
at is going to be on television <TV>
each wee . Though intended lo be reference
guides tb y can be more or less than that
depeoclin on their contents.
Each w k in the Sunday newspapers a list
of that w k's TV programming is printed.
TV sched es in local papers include the Ann
Arbor Ne s' "TV Magazine", the Detroit
News' "T levlsion" booklet, and the Detroit
Free Pr
' "The TV Book". All of these
newspape also publish every day rbut Sun·

you cau only get if your set is hooked up to
cable TV.
TV listings are not always accurate and it is
bothersome to settle down to watch TV and
find that the program you're expecting to see
has been p�mpted or that the program s
i on
but it's a different story that whaf was
described in the TV hst. Like what happened
to the show "Greatest American Hero"
(channel 20, 6:00 p.m., Saturday Aug. 31)
when all of the TV listings described one story

day) listings of TV programs, for that day, in
their entertainment sections.
l
The advantage of the newspaper TV istings
is that they are included in the cost of the
newspaper. So, along with the news, sports
and comics you get a list of TV programs
"free" of cosl
The disadvantage of the newsoaoer TV •
listings is that they are printed on newsprint
which tends to come offon your hands. Also the

newspaper TV listings are usually accom
panied by only one article or picture about a
television personality.
The advantage of paying � every week to
buy the national booklet "TV Guide" is that
along with the listings for TV programs you
get articles and gossip about TV personalities
and programs. The listings for TV pro�rams
are accompanied by H�gh!i�ht sections that

and then another was shown.
The TV listing magazines usually contain
the caveat that "Our listings are correct up to
press time,·• and when the networks make
substitutions after that it's not tbe magazine's
fault. Fortunately. pre-emption of listed
programs and substitution of alternative
shov.'S doesn't happen too often.

By Joseph Mazzarese

..\eros'

1. Gla
6. Ke statistic
9, Or p
12. Re son for reversal
13 A
ratus
14. Pa t
15. At acks
16. Pa ed
18. St rm troopers
19. B ore rocket or active
ber
20. N
22. T
23. Ki n
'r1 s iled
29 B k part
30 0 rators
erical prefix
31 :\
32 Sw gger
3.3. Ed e
en's name
34 W
35. W t judges do
36 M h·feared agene}
'J7 Teach
40 Pr hstonc years
e
41
t cours
44. Fri ten
47 Co y
-48. Pr ancate
49 R kv formation
50 Wr stlwg equipment
51 Dis ancemeas < pi
52. Rei gion

�
�
�

�

Do\\n
1. That female
2. Parsegian
3. What some people are after trial
4. Compartments
5. Time meas. Cpl.)
6. Avarice
7. Liquid measure
8. Culture medium
9. Past tense of 35 Across
10. Period
1 1 . Deity
17. Law Dean
19. Ending with tor or put
20. Estate device
21. Refuse
22. Incline
24. Pro,·e innocent
25. Gotn
26. Gets close
28. Pizza parts
29. See
33. Storage container
35. Places
38.Depend
39. Dry
40. Lose
40. Lose focus
�L Obstruct
42. Well-known agency
43. Collection
H. !'\et�A�ork
45. Rd
46. Sea 1 abbrev . 1

in the Raw

ntinuing on a Theme

Lawyer know that there is no short supply of inter·
minable riefs (Why on earth do they call them briefs
ade up of long, tortured sentences, windy ex·
then? ).
planation and polysyllabic posturing.
Now a ourt has ruled that there is no relief. Arter
snoozing t rough a brief liberally sprinkled with such tired,
bombasti words as "flagrant." "nefarious," "sophistic"

and "leg demain," Richard Lapidus of Miami sought
remedy w th the courts. He moved to have these words
struck fro the plaintiffs' memorandum in the interest of
protecting e English language.
"It is r spectfully suggested that the practice of law
ought to e conducted in plain English," Mr. Lapidus
wrote, as ng the court "to temporarily enjoin any of the

attorneys ho prepared the Memorandum fl'om touching,
reading or oming within twenty feet of a copy of Rogel's
Thesaurus or browsing through Mr. Webster's Die·

tionary."
U.S. Dis ict Judge James Paine of West Palm Beach,
Florida, ga e the attorney some comic, if not legal, relief,

By Dana Deane and Mark Berry
sencling him back a grapeshot of Roget:
"The Defendants adduce no nomographic authority for
that postulate and this court in its own, albeit desultory, in·
dagation, has discovered no case which espouses that sup·
position . . . Counsel for the Plaintiffs are entitled to exer
cise volition in their utilization of verbiage even if it may
appear to their,opponents to be grandiloquent and idiosyn·

Legalese And Its Translation

eratic."

The Nationa l Law Joumal

May G. 1985

A Brandeis University student has won a two year court
baltle with the City of Boston over a pothole. Stuart Grant's
car hit the pothole in the westbound lane of Commonwealth
Avenue near Lake Street in 1979. causing damage to the
tires and wheels of the car. Grant said t.hat the pothole was
in Boston, but U1e city claimed it was in neighboring
Newton.
In a two-page decision, Judge Larkin of Suffolk County
Superior Court made the following <among other> unusual

observations

"It was prodigious in breadth and sweep even measured

by the gargantuan extremtties of ordinary Boston
potholes "
"The cavity had peripatetic procli\'ities quite unlike the
more common variety of pits which usually care> moored
in earthbound rigiclity."
''This pothole apparently perambulateti back and forth
between the elusive and evanescent boundary lines of
metropolitan Boston and bucolic Newton:·
''I conclude that the Plaintiff has established by a
preponderance or the evidence that the ubiquitous pothole
was indeed within the City of Boston.''
Detroit Free Press 1985
For those of you who are First Year!' or just ignorant, like
myself, I will translate the above opinion into Casenote
Legal Brief form. You see. I have yet to acquire the legal
art of using 3 or 4 multi-syllabic words where only one 5 1et·
ter word will do. May I never practice 10 Boston!
The pothole was big, even for Boston.
It was weird because it moved.
It was in two cities that are different in character.
Plaintiff wins, because the judge believes the pothole was
in Boston.

